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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Develop a 
Risk-Based Decision-Making Framework to 
Evaluate Safety and Reliability Improvements 
and Revise the General Rate Case Plan for 
Energy Utilities

R. 13-11-006
(Filed: November 14, 2013)

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY’S OPENING 
COMMENTS ON THE REFINED STRAW PROPOSAL

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) provides these opening comments on the 

Refined Straw Proposal included as Appendix A to the Administrative Law Judge’s (ALJ’s) 

April 17, 2014 Ruling in this docket to consider changes to the Rate Case Plan (RCP).

In brief, PG&E supports the Refined Straw Proposal with modifications. PG&E has 

prepared a redlined version of the Refined Straw Proposal that addresses PG&E’s concerns, 

included as Attachment 1.

PG&E’s comments are organized as follows. Section I provides an introduction and 

summary of PG&E’s position. Section II addresses the proposed Safety Model Assessment 

Proceeding (S-MAP). Section III addresses the proposed Risk Assessment and Mitigation Phase 

(RAMP). Section IV addresses certain Refined Straw Proposal recommendations related to the 

RCP. Section V addresses reporting and verification. Section VI applies the principles set forth 

in these comments to PG&E’s upcoming rate cases, including proposed timelines for PG&E’s 

2017 General Rate Case (GRC) and its 2018 Gas Transmission & Storage (GT&S) rate case. i/

1/ As directed by the May 15, 2014 Scoping Memo and Ruling of the Assigned Commissioner and 
Administrative Law Judge, these comments do not address elements of the RCP that should be modified 
to promote more efficient and effective management of the rate case proceedings. PG&E will provide 
such comments on July 25, 2014, as directed by the Scoping Memo.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARYI.

PG&E supports the Refined Straw Proposal with modifications. PG&E supports those 

elements of the Refined Straw Proposal that directly promote risked-informed decision making 

in order to ensure that safety is made the top priority of the Commission, as required by Senate

Bill 705.

PG&E commends the overall direction of the Refined Straw Proposal, although certain

elements are not workable. PG&E’s main recommendations are summarized below:

• The S-MAP is well-intentioned, but its current design allows process to overwhelm 

substance. The S-MAP should be restructured as a one-time (not recurring) proceeding 

separate from GRCs that (i) establishes the CPUC’s expectations for risk programs and 

models and (ii) develops common risk terminology. The CPUC and stakeholders can 

more effectively monitor improvements in utility programs and models through a 

combination of RAMP submittals (see below), workshops or en banc meetings.

• The design of the RAMP would benefit by clarifying expectations that the Safety and 

Enforcement Division (SED) would be the principal entity engaged in discovery during 

this phase.

• The new reporting requirements are unworkable in their current formulation. The reports 

should be restructured into one report and scheduled for the end of the first quarter 

following the reporting period, not the fourth quarter, since calendar year data is not 

available on the timeframe envisioned by the Refined Straw Proposal.

Additionally, because PG&E’s 2017 GRC is to be filed next summer without much time to 

incorporate the results of this rulemaking, PG&E describes its current plans for incorporating the 

concepts of the Refined Straw Proposal into the 2017 GRC. These comments also address 

aspects of the Refined Straw Proposal particular to the GT&S rate case.
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II. S-MAP

As a threshold matter, PG&E supports transparency of its risk models and processes. PG&E 

has shared its thinking and its tools with the Commission, stakeholders and other interested 

parties. PG&E expects to continue to do so.

While this sharing is important, PG&E’s procedures and tools may not be directly applicable 

to other energy utilities, and vice versa. This is because PG&E’s risk management program has 

been developed to address the needs of PG&E’s business operations and has evolved over time 

to incorporate PG&E’s planning and budgeting processes. Thus, while it is important to promote 

consistency in certain areas (e.g., overarching goals of a risk program, terminology), it would not 

be advisable to require consistency in operational areas (e.g., risk modeling or specific 

operational goals) insofar as all utilities operational needs are unique.

Accordingly, the S-MAP may legitimately work to promote consistency in policy and 

administrative areas, but the S-MAP should not work toward consistency in operational areas. 

Flexibility should be the key. The formal use of risk analysis in planning and ratemaking is so 

new, models and processes will evolve and become more sophisticated over time. One size may 

not fit all and any model or process in use today is likely to change significantly as the utilities 

risk programs become more sophisticated.

Therefore, PG&E supports workshops to provide better definition for any S-MAP proceeding 

of (i) the scope and (ii) the process to be followed. If the Commission undertakes an S-MAP, the 

proceeding should focus on areas for consistency (e.g., high level goals, terminology) and should 

not prejudge whether or not future S-MAPs will be necessary. PG&E concurs that an S-MAP 

should take place independent from individual GRCs and, from PG&E’s perspective, it is not 

necessary to have an S-MAP prior to each utility’s subsequent GRC. After the utilities initial S-

2/

2/ An analogy can be made to the Results of Operations models employed by each utility. While the 
models are different for a variety of reasons, e.g., as a result of differences in the accounting systems used 
by the utilities, the models strive for the same high-level goal: an accurate summary of the utilities’ 
financial view for ratemaking purposes. Similarly, the goal of the risk models should be an accurate 
assessment of the risks of the utilities’ systems, considering utility-specific information on asset age and 
type, geography, etc.
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MAP submittals, subsequent updates to the utilities’ risk programs and modeling would be 

explained and incorporated into their RAMP presentations and GRC testimony. Furthermore, to 

the extent the Commission or stakeholders wanted to canvas new developments in risk 

management or modeling, the Commission and stakeholder could more effectively do so through 

workshops or en banc meetings than through subsequent S-MAPs.

III. RAMP

PG&E supports the Refined Straw Proposal’s approach to the RAMP. PG&E agrees that it 

would be wise to focus, at least initially, on a limited number of asset-related risks. Flowever, it 

is possible that the RAMP could be expanded over time to include additional risks that are not 

related directly to assets, e.g., Emergency Response, Wildfire, and Qualified Personnel.

PG&E is a proponent of having SED - or its consultants - review the RAMP. Further, 

PG&E agrees that SED need not become a party to the proceeding, as long as SED or its 

consultants are made available to respond to discovery and testify at hearings.

PG&E’s main concern with the RAMP is ambiguity in the Refined Straw Proposal regarding 

the Commission’s expectations for how entities other than SED should participate in the RAMP. 

Currently, neither the Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) nor other parties have the same 

level of expertise as SED to perform the necessary technical reviews of the utilities’ risk 

programs or measures to address asset-related risks. From an allocation-of-resources standpoint, 

it is fair - and indeed advisable - to place principal responsibility on SED for the RAMP review 

and report development. If all parties are expected to engage equally in discovery during the 

RAMP, those parties’ limited resources may be stretched too thin to cover other phases in other 

utilities’ GRCs that would be taking place concurrently. To the extent parties have specific 

issues related to the utilities’ RAMP filings or SED’s report, there will be ample opportunity to 

address those issues as part of the RAMP workshop and comment process, as well as in the more 

traditional phase of the GRC.
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IV. MODIFICATIONS TO THE RCP

Modifications to the RCP will be necessary to meet key objectives of this rulemaking with 

respect to prioritization of safety and streamlining the process. Although PG&E will provide 

additional thoughts in this area in future rounds of comments (see footnote 1 above), PG&E here 

comments on those aspects of the RCP that are directly mentioned or implicated by the Refined 

Straw Proposal.

A. The Notice of Intent (NOI)

PG&E agrees with the Refined Straw Proposal that the NOI is no longer necessary and 

cannot be reasonably accommodated with the addition of the RAMP.

B. The Interval Length

PG&E agrees with the Refined Straw Proposal that the GRC cycle should remain on a three- 

year interval. Lengthening the interval could put the Commission in violation of state law 

regarding the need to audit the utilities once every three years. Also, lengthening the interval 

would jeopardize the quality of the technical data that underpins the new focus on risk.

C. The Proposed Schedule

The proposed schedule set forth in the Refined Straw Proposal has three shortcomings. First, 

ORA is given too much time to prepare its opening testimony. Under the Refined Straw 

Proposal, ORA is given nearly 7.5 months. (By way of comparison, the current RCP gives ORA 

only 2.5 months.) PG&E supports a substantial increase to the current time - but ORA should 

not be given any more than 4.5 months to prepare its opening testimony. If staffing is an issue, 

the Commission should act to increase ORA staffing. PG&E would support legislative efforts in 

that regard.

Second, too little time is given for rebuttal testimony. The Refined Straw Proposal provides 

only two weeks after the submission of opening testimony. Given the fact that in PG&E’s last 

GRC roughly 20 parties filed testimony of varying length and complexity, allowing only two 

weeks is unworkable, resulting in inadequate opportunity for the utilities to conduct discovery or
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respond to parties’ positions. Six weeks would be better practice and would lead to clearer, more 

instructive testimony.

Third, too little time is given for reply briefs. The Refined Straw Proposal provides two 

weeks for reply briefs. Three weeks would be better practice. The reply briefs are the final word 

for the parties prior to submission. The ALJ and Assigned Commissioner reap no benefits from 

a product that is rushed and not well written.

Calendar Date Deadlines Should be Adopted

The Refined Straw Proposal is not clear on how the proposed schedule is to be implemented. 

PG&E believes that utilities should provide their RAMP submittals and formal GRC applications 

on calendar date deadlines. This would be a change from the current RCP, where utilities are 

free to file their rate cases on dates of their choosing. Though interval-based deadlines are 

prescribed in the RCP, these deadlines are routinely ignored in the setting of new schedules at or 

around the time of the Prehearing Conference. This flexibility creates unpredictability, which 

contributes to delays.

PG&E proposes that this proceeding should adopt formal calendar date deadlines. To the 

extent that utilities wish to file on dates different than those prescribed in this proceeding, the 

utility shall seek leave to do so with the Executive Director. Similarly, Commission staff and 

stakeholders shall be bound by the deadlines set forth in the Rate Case Plan and must seek leave 

from the Executive Director if unable to do so.

D.

Having established calendar date deadlines from year-to-year will allow for efficient 

planning. For example, planning for the assignment of ALJs and Commissioners can be done in 

advance, as can the scheduling of the Prehearing Conference. SED or consultants known to be 

needed to review a utility submittal can be hired in advance. Similarly, staffing for cases, 

scheduling of vacations and even the reservation of hearing rooms and court reporters can be 

done in advance and no longer need contribute to delays.
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V. REPORTING

The new reporting requirements are unworkable in their current formulation. The reporting 

should be scheduled for the end of the first quarter following the reporting period, not fourth 

quarter, since calendar year data is not available on the timeframe envisioned by the Refined 

Straw Proposal. Specifically, PG&E proposes that the material be submitted no later than March 

31 of the year following the reporting period.

Also, the additional reporting requirements need not be broken down into two separate 

reports. To require two reports where one is suitable is inconsistent with the notion of 

streamlining current reporting. Whatever goals may be achieved through separate reports can be 

achieved by including the information in separate sections of the same report. Hence, at the very 

least, the two proposed reports should be restructured into one report and scheduled for the end 

of the first quarter.

In Attachment 2, PG&E offers a proposed format for its report that meets the objectives set 

forth in the Refined Straw Proposal. The Refined Straw Proposal envisions that the report will 

include projected and actual “Risk Mitigation to Cost Ratios.” Currently, the risk scores that 

would be used as a proxy for the risk mitigation value - and that support the “heat map” at the 

beginning of Attachment 2 - have limited value in creating such a ratio. The risk scores have 

great value to PG&E in the development of the Company’s risk registers and risk response plans. 

However, the scores are generally used to prioritize spending within a given budget or rate case 

cycle, not to quantify risk mitigation benefits at the level suggested in the Refined Straw 

Proposal. As the Company becomes more systematic in the collection and use of data to inform 

risk scores, it may be possible to compare projected to actual risk reductions over time. In the 

meantime, a better alternative would be to describe the work completed under the risk mitigation 

plan as well as to report on any performance improvements (through operational metrics for 

example) related to the mitigation plan.
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Before adopting any new reporting requirements however, the Commission should 

rationalize and streamline its current reporting requirements. For instance, certain aspects of the 

new reporting requirements overlap with existing reporting requirements, such as:

• Annual Budget Reports: As a requirement from PG&E’s 2011 GRC, PG&E has

submitted annual budget reports, due March 31, comparing imputed/authorized amounts 

to budgeted and spent amounts by major work category, and explaining material 

variances. PG&E has proposed that such reports continue through the period of PG&E’s

2014 GRC.

• Semi-annual gas safety reports: PG&E’s 2011 GT&S rate case and 2011 GRC require 

the submission of detailed project-by-project information for gas transmission and 

distribution safety projects. These reports are due in March and September for an 

indefinite period.37

• General Orders 112-E, 166 and 167, as well as Decision 06-04-055: These Commission 

directives require utilities to submit information on a variety of reportable incidents, such 

as certain outages, dig-ins and leaks.

Any new requirements should be adopted in coordination, or consolidation, with such 

existing reports. Various participants, including Commission staff, expressed concern at the 

March workshop that current reports are already too voluminous and not easily accessible to 

staff. Adding new requirements without eliminating or rationalizing existing requirements, will 

contribute to this problem.

Therefore, PG&E recommends that the Commission convene a workshop to evaluate the 

usefulness and necessity of reporting requirements. PG&E has proposed a similar workshop to 

rationalize and streamline reporting in its 2015 GT&S filing.

3/ See also Public Utilities Code Section 958.5.
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VI. APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES TO UPCOMING PG&E RATE CASES

PG&E expects to file a 2017 GRC and a 2018 GT&S rate case. The sections below 

describe how PG&E intends to apply the principles of this proceeding for those upcoming 

filings.

A. 2017 GRC

PG&E understands that the Commission hopes to conclude this OIR by early 2015. Yet, 

according to the timeline that PG&E has proposed in this proceeding, the RAMP submittal for 

the 2017 GRC (were there to be one) would be due in October of this year. Similarly, PG&E 

cannot wait for the conclusion of an S-MAP to prepare its 2017 GRC.

As described in its 2014 GRC rebuttal testimony and Opening Brief, PG&E plans to 

significantly increase its risk showing in its 2017 GRC. Those plans were consistent in spirit 

with the direction of this OIR. Accordingly, PG&E remains on course to increase its risk 

showing in the 2017 GRC and to submit its NOI in early July 2015. To the extent that the 

Commission would like to engage technical review of PG&E’s operational plans 

2014 GRC with SED’s review of the electric, gas and energy supply testimony - PG&E urges 

the Commission to commence that review even in advance of the NOI and proposes that SED 

begin its review of the draft operational plan that forms the basis for the GRC filing as early as

as it did in the

4/May 1.

PG&E proposes the following schedule:

SED commences technical review over draft operational plansMay 1

July 1 Utility submits NOI to ORA for deficiency review and SED continues the

technical review of operational plans

ORA provides list of deficienciesAugust 1

September 1 SED’s technical review is completed

4/ Given the time required for State of California contracting, PG&E urges tie Commission to start 
the process of bringing on consultants (assuming they are necessary), in sufficient time in advance ofMay 
2015.
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November 15 Utility files application, including revisions to operational plans in response

to technical review (if necessary); Commissioner and two ALJs are assigned

December 1 Prehearing Conference is held

February 1 ORA submits report

February 15 Other parties submit opening testimony

All parties submit rebuttalMarch 15

March/April Public Participation Flearings held

April 1-30 Evidentiary hearings held

Opening Briefs filedMay 30

Reply Briefs filedJune 20

July Update Testimony filed, if necessary

November Proposed Decision

December Final Decision

PG&E will need approximately six months’ notice to revise its filing in any significant 

substantive way. Therefore, absent timely direction to the contrary, PG&E intends to proceed

with its 2017 GRC as described above and in its 2014 GRC.

B, GT&S Rate Case

Throughout this proceeding to date, the focus has been on structure and scheduling of 

GRCs, less so the structure and timing of PG&E’s GT&S rate case. This section addresses 

aspects of the Refined Straw Proposal particular to the GT&S rate case.

As a preliminary matter, PG&E does not believe it is necessary to combine Gas 

Distribution with the GT&S rate case. The stakeholders and interested parties in the proceedings 

are significantly different. The only overlap between the roughly 20 parties in PG&E’s recent 

GRC with the roughly 30 participating in PG&E’s current GT&S rate case are ORA and TURN. 

With the issues being different and more than 90 percent of the interested parties being different, 

PG&E sees no efficiencies from the combination of the two cases.
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In terms of timing, PG&E does not believe a separate phase for RAMP would be required 

for the GT&S rate case. This is because most of the programs set forth in the GT&S rate case 

relate directly to safety and reliability. In Attachment 3, PG&E sets forth a proposal for 

incorporating a risk assessment - similar to that envisioned for the RAMP - into the GT&S rate 

case schedule.

VII. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, PG&E recommends that the Refined Straw Proposal be

revised as shown in Attachment 1.

Respectfully Submitted,

STEVEN W. FRANK

/s/ Steven W. FrankBy:
STEVEN W. FRANK

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
77 Beale Street, B30A 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Telephone: (415) 973-6976 
Facsimile: (415)973-0516 
E-Mail: SWF5@pge.com

Attorneys for
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Dated: May 23, 2014
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Refined Staff Straw-Proposal
R.13-11-006

April 17, 2014 Version 

w/PG&E May 23 Comments

I. Introduction and Summary

The key goal of this proceeding is to modify the current General Rate Case (GRC) process to 
ensure that the utilities are focusing on safety, assessing the right risks, and spending ratepayer 
money to address those risks in a cost-effective manner. The reformed process should meet 
this overarching goal, while satisfying the following procedural principles:

• Transparency: the Commission and all interested parties should be given full access to 
all data and models on which the utilities, the Commission staff, and any other parties 
base their proposals or recommendations;

• Participatory Inclusivity: all interested parties should have a full opportunity to monitor 
or participate in each step of the process; and

• Accountability: the utilities should be held accountable for achievingreporting on the 
risk mitigation benefits they claimforecast and for spending ratepayer money wisely and 
efficiently.

To achieve this goal and to satisfy these principles, three new processes should be adopted:

Beginning either as
proceeding (i.e., separate from GRCs), the Commission should initiatewill hold a periodic 
(eeAapa-triemiafjrWorkshop to establish the scope of a generic (i.e., all energy utility)- 
Safety Model Assessment Proceeding (S~MAP), the twin). The purposes of whichthe S- 
MAP would be to: (1) allow parties to understand the models the utilities propose to use 
to identify and evaluate top risks and prioritize the programs/projects intended to 
mitigate ri&fethem and (2) allow the Commission to establish standards and 
mqwemefltedevelop a common risk lexicon that can serve as the guide for those 
models^ Similar to the now well-established Long Term Procurement Planning 
(LTPP)future proceedings, each s

R r% <t 1 <*r rlrn i

mrt nf thic or as an immediate spin-off from this1. P^ ■ w r I ww

n irrocrn/o C— l\/IAP * * ij 1 R ^ •?>t*\jirespond to
C-jV/| A Dr “a ia rl t!3CK?0/~l /-'/"M i !,rl RiiilrlCf3ncer *5 Y €MM

« * i hirflr-vfArl —> rts rl R -a t f o, m rr g r% tr irer a mi a r% r
‘°"3T''lS' 1T3" W

I Or at least the four major energy utilities: PG&E, SCE and the SDG&E and SoCalGas.
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As an initial phase of each utility's GRC there will be a Risk Assessment and Mitigation 
Phase (RAMP)-, in which the utility presents the top ten asset-related risks for which the 
utility expects to seek recovery in the GRC. The focus of at least the initial RAMP will be 
on asset conditions and mitigating risks to-associated with those assets. Howeve 
process matures, S"MAPs will become more and more sophisticated and the

a<r c~-(\/i/\pr clsyoiopoc! ‘tho TH0 3ss@ssm0nt
that makemakes up the RAMP would be based on the model that was vetted in the S- 
MAP and that complies with atiany CPUC requirements for the model determined in the 
west-reoeot-S-MAP. Parties should also be expected to follow the common risk lexicon 
adopted in the S-MAP. All parties, including the Commission staff, would have an 
opportunity to understand the analysis, data and assumptions underlying the utility's 
presentation and to present a response to the utility's presentation. Although there 
would be no Commission decision in this phase, the utility's presentation and the staff 
and interested party responses would inform the utility's recommended projects and 
funding requests in the subsequent phase of the GRC, which would be equivalent to the 
current project-focused GRC.

2.

-*s r 4-K irv y

i rr 
*D

r {-> /*l 11 1 c*4* -a roat rs rt >t* grs\ inn nnc

TwoOne annual Verification documentsdocument to be submitted by each utility,, 
consisting of two parts:

3.

A Risk Mitigation Accountability Reportsection, in which the utility compares its 
GRC projections of the benefits and costs of the risk mitigation programs 
adopted in the GRC with the actual benefits and costs, and explains any 
significant discrepancies; and

a.

b. A Risk Spending Accountability Reportsection, in which the utility compares its 
GRC projected spending for approved risk mitigation programs or projects with 
the actual spending on those projects, and explains any significant discrepancies.

.this Report should be auditedreviewed by the 
appropriate Commission staff, with the audit methodology and findings made available 
to all interested parties.

-To be most useful,

Each of these proposed new processes is discussed in more detail below, followed by a 
recommendation for integrating these processes into the GRC framework.

2 This phase is meant to be equivalent to the RAPP in the Staff Straw Proposal, with a change in wording of the name 
to reflect (a) the importance of not just identifying and prioritizing risks, but also prioritizing risk mitigation efforts and (b) the 
recommendation that this be a part or phase of the GRC and not a separate proceeding.
a»d4b-Hh«-w6«i««WBda4i«»-that4hifrbe-a-pai:tw-ptaf»^jl4hcATR€i-a»4-»©l^*-sepa»te--pr©ee«d»g:
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II. Safety Model Assessment Proceeding fS-lli- 1 i/ - ding
Separa

Because the utilities intend to rely upon potentially complex models, often of a quantitative 
nature, to prioritize both risks and risk mitigation measures, the Commission should institute a

II GRC cycle—proceeding that would serve two mainri nrlir k^ne IK aI 4"IaiA/"y — nar •a An <~t A.\ >AI*A

F '-I r

purposes with respect to these models: (1) to allow the Commission and parties to examine, 
understand and comment upon these models; and (2) for the Commiss

a4^teR4afdsAof-#t#S€-ffiode4s-to develop a common risk lexicon that can serve as
in a &r\ ncfohlir h

rrt lirlnlinAr

the guide for future proceedings.

In eachthe S-MAP, each of the major utilities would present a complete explanation of the 
current version of their model (or models) that they plan to use in the RAMP phase of their 
upcoming GRC for prioritizing risk and risk mitigation measures. Consistent with the principle of 
transparency and Commission Rules of Practice and Procedure 10.3 and 10.4 (governing 
computer models), the utilities would make their models, data sources, and assumptions fully 
available for review by Commission staff and any interested party.- At a minimum, the utilities 
would provide documentation sufficient for interested parties to understand the basic logical 
processes linking the input data to the output, including but not limited to a manual which 
includes:

• A complete description of how the model operates and its logic. In the interest of 
Participatory Inclusivity, this description should be understandable by non-experts in 
computer modeling. For the benefit of experts, the utilities should supplement this lay 
description by making use of equations, algorithms, flow charts, or other descriptive 
techniques.

• A complete list of variables (input record types), input record formats, and a description of 
how input files are created and data entered as used in the sponsoring utility's computer 
model(s).

• A description of a diagnostics and output report formats as necessary to understand the 
model's operation.

The Commission staff and any interested party would be given an opportunity to ask questions, 
comment upon and make recommendations regarding these models. To assist in the 
Commission's review, the Commission may wish to hire technical experts. Any comments 
and/or recommendations of Staff and parties would be made available to all interested parties.

Similar toShould the evolirtjofl-Qf-tJPP&Commission determine that future S-MAP proceedings 
are warranted, the goals and outcomes of eachsuch successive S~MARMAPs would evolve with 
changing circumstances and likely become more sophisticated over time. The initial S-MAP may 
serve primarily an informational and educational function - acquainting parties with the

3 See, http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/ScarcliRcs.aspx?docformat=ALL&Doc!D=89380172.
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utilities' models - and provide utilities an opportunity to hear reactions from Commission staff 
and parties and modify their models as they deem appropriate in response to Staff/parties' 
concerns and recommendations. However, even the initial S-MAP
standards 3nc! „ 
definitional issuQC

M \ g rcsr\rni t mr i t rAf< i i
iwvfCiT.

sr-toJi 4° k -Tit* k I ■Hr-fv/ C, r%sj -n m r% I q^ ■ v- to avoidrf

■CT74be-C&miwissiefl-€wl4-4eteimifte-should develop a uniform risk lexicon that 
..parties in future proceedings must follow. The Commission could also establish other 

basic elements that utility models must satisfy. This initial S-MAP could be initiated promptly, 
nart nf thjs docket oras a separate spin-off docket.

all

clthar a'J'FGTV

tsslon could establish moro detailed standards or Quldellnes for
I kI/■% I I r% if-rwim g-K > r%^.

artios to

4-k {*" r\t r% e*i irrocciuo C — MDc nr*> kva
-} ,w

^4-j I»-t-\ i m. rl .q t r i k # ifr k •n I \,\ fho i t fri 11“hv/ r*y>/•>/-"l 8 r- as uniform asrrrvn m rt r\r\c r
TTTTrr -aciiy »* !.5 *'’ • *© 'Lrp TmTTTTT r WWW

models would have tds obvious benefit of reducing borde^0 ^onri mo
increase the

TTtsr-fsr

i Idh i m t r\ models and would ki I ift / nf rick nri Arit\; “mrl m ifi rr'^t+’ir% -*t r m rvi E40«virapre wrPOTa‘ TrrcT”w‘ w. .-fy «n iTi.« 50-

analySeS among tHe utilities
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Models of the current and expected status of assets within the utility 
network. This includes hazard analysis models, failure analysis 
models, vulnerability analysis models, etc.

Asset condition 
models

ERM is used to evaluate and compare risks across several domains 
within a utility. This capability allows a utilityto establish a uniform
and consistent risk reduction strategy and is manifest in the 
developmentof programmatic priorities.The accuracy, precision, 
and reproducibility of these models are key indicators of the 
effectiveness of the resultant strategies.

Database schemas, repositories and other methods are used to store, 
track and archive, data about the assets of a utility. How, when, and 
how often data records are updated and validated are key indicators 
of the veracity and the value of information utilized by other models.

Enterprise risk
models

Data mode's

Information
gathering methods protocols are used to verify asset condition and identify areas of

concern.

Physical tests (e.g. Hydrostatic tests) and other testing and survey

A taxonomy is a model of and process for classifying, delining and 
identifying different types of risks that the utilityfaces. A taxonomy

Risk Taxonomy

should include the top risks that a utility faces. A taxonomy also 
identifies interrelationships of risks and provides guidance about how 
new risks can be classified and contextualized against known risks.

A lexicon may not typically be thought of as a model, but a common 
language is required to facilitate meaningful communication about 
risk models. S-MAP should develop a lexicon and promote the use of 
a common lexicon among all the lOUs.

Risk Lexicon

Depending on the issues to be addressed in a giventhe S-MAP, these proceedings, like LTPP, 
should be able to do much of their work through workshops and comments. However, the 
Commission would always be free to order evidentiary hearings when appropriate.

In the RAMP phase of GRCs (discussed in the next section), utilities would need to show that 
the models they are using to prioritize risks and mitigation measures comply with any

the same models that were vetted in
the most recent S-MAP. 4MM&S-Alternatively, to the extent the models differ, utilities would 
aiao be required to explain in the RAMP any ways in which the models they use for their RAMP 
showing differ from the model presented in the last S-MAP.

ill Risk Assessment and Mitigation Phase *. & Hi ... _ n&,i_ ase of the

5
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RAMP would be a new initial phase of each utility's GRC^ (equivalent to the RAPP in the Straw 
Proposal), the purpose of which would be to examine the utility's assessment of its key risks 
and its proposed programs for mitigating those risks. Commission Staff- ("Staff") would issue a 
staff report that assesses (i) the risk assessment procedures that provide the basis for the utility 
proposals and (ii) the technical merits of the utility proposals. To the extent Commission Staff 
recommends a different portfolio, such recommendations should be clearly articulated in the 
report and the basis for such recommendations provided. All stakeholders will have an 
opportunity to comment on the Commission Staff's report. This phase will not have a 
standalone Commission decision. The final report would be made part of the record in the 
proceeding and Commission Staff would be made available to testify during evidentiary 
hearings in the GRC. The final report must be included in the utility's formal GRC submittal 
along with an exhibit showing (i) how the utility addressed the various recommendations in the 
Staff report and (ii) any changes to the proposed programs or projects set forth in the RAMP 
submittal.

The RAMP would contain at least the following:

• The utility's prioritization of the risks it believes it is facing and a description of the
methodology used to determine such risks. Additionally, if the GRC (e.g., in PG&E's case) 
does not address all aspects of the utility's CPUC-jurisdictional operations, the utility should 
place the risks that are germane to the GRC in the context of ail risks faced by the utility.

• A description of the controls currently in place, as well as the "baseline" costs associated 
with the current controls;

• The utility's prioritization of risk mitigation alternatives, in light of estimated mitigation 
costs in relation to risk mitigation benefits (Risk Mitigated to Cost Ratio)„&

• The utility's risk mitigation plan, including an explanation of how the plan takes into 
account:

• Utility financial constraints
• Execution Feasibility
• Affordability Impacts
• Any other constraints identified by the utility

4 After the 3-day workshop discussion it is the staffs recommendation to continue with the 3-year GRC cycle to 
ensure timeliness in terms of authorized revenue requirement and time relevancy of the risk analyses for RAMP.

Safety & Enforcement Division.
See SCF Ca

5
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• For comparison purposes, at least two other alternative mitigation plansalternatives the 
utility considered and an explanation of why the utility views these plans as inferior to the 
proposed plan.

jkc 3ss0ssmerrt needs to fome. nn asset conditions. For the first RAMP we would like to see the
•asset-related risks that the utility is seeking recovery for in the GRC and bytop 10

association feels that these 10 asset or asset families-related risks pose the most risk to a safe,
resilient and reliable system. The utility's first RAMP would include the following:

The risk phase would commence with the utility submitting its RAMP report to the Safety and 
Enforcement Division. Concurrently, the utility would file a Notice of Availability of this material 
with the Commission's docket office, providing service of the NOA to the service list for the 
utility's prior GRC. At this stage, the Commission would assign a Commissioner and 
Administrative Law Judge(s) to the matter.

Within 30 days of submission of the risk material, the utility and Commission Staff would jointly 
hold a public workshop. During the workshop, the utility would provide an informational 
overview of the contents of its RAMP report and any changes to its risk model since the last 
SMAP and Commission Staff would explain the process it will follow in conducting its technical 
review. Participants would be invited to ask questions of the utility and Commission Staff, as 
well as to provide input to Commission Staff regarding its upcoming review.

Within 150 days4.5 months of submission of the risk material, the Commission Staff would 
provide to the utility and make available to interested parties its draft report that assesses (i) 
the risk assessment procedures that provide the basis for the utility proposal and (ii) the 
technical merits of the utility proposal. To the extent Commission Staff recommends a different 
portfolio such recommendations should be clearly articulated in the report and the basis for 
such recommendations provided.

Staff's report would answer the following questions:

• Is the proposal complete - i.e. does the proposal address the top risks as identified by 
the utility?

• Are there any significant risks that have been missed in the proposal?

• Are there reasonable mitigation options that have not been examined?

• Is the proposed risk mitigation contained in the proposal an efficient allocation for the 
risks that the utility faces? I.e., are there any proposed programs that are clearly 
dominated by possible alternative programs in terms of the risk mitigation per dollar 
spent?

• Do the proposed programs and alternatives represent a realistic set of options given the 
current condition of the installed assets, best practices for management of those types 
of assets, and the identified risks?

7
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• Are the proposed risk mitigation programs in line with stakeholder preferences?

Within 30 days of submission of Staff's draft reports, the Commission would hold a public 
workshop to present, answer questions, and receive comments on, its draft report(s). 
Within 45 days of the submission of Staffs draft report, interested parties would provide 
comments on the draft to Commission Staff, the utility and interested parties.

Within 22530 days of after submission of final comments on the risk material,Staff s draft 
report, the Commission Staff would provide to the utility and make available to interested 
parties its final report, taking into consideration comments made on its draft report and input 
from the public workshop. Commission Staffs final report would be made part of the record in 
the proceedingzand Commission Staff would be made available to testify during evidentiary 
hearings in the GRC. Commission Staff such as those in the Safety & Enforcement Division 
would not be expected to become a formal party to the proceeding.

Through this process, all stakeholders will have an opportunity to (i) receive information 
regarding the utility's operational plans and Staff's planned technical review, (ii) review 
discovery between Commission Staff and the utility, (iii) comment and provide feedback on the 
Staff draft report(s), and (iv) cross-examine Commission staff or its consultants during 
evidentiary hearings. The Staff's final report(s) would reflect this robust and transparent record.

In the interest of avoiding delay in GRC-decision-making, there would be no Commission 
decision in the RAMP phase. However, as noted, the Staff and parties would gain an early 
indication of the utility's risk priorities and mitigation plans and Staff and party Responses 
would inform the utility's recommended projects and funding requests in the subsequent phase 
of the GRC. One possible mechanism that would streamline inclusion in the record of the GRC, 
as discussed below, would be transcriptions of any presentations and the open availability of 
any documents used in the RAMP phase.

The subsequent phase would be equivalent to the current GRC, in which the utility presents a 
complete application with supporting testimony and work-papers, parties conduct discovery 
and prepare responsive testimony, and evidentiary hearings are held. The utility's application 
and testimony would need to include its RAMP showing, explain how its detailed GRC proposal 
relates (maps) to its RAMP showing, and explain any changes to its assessment and plans in 
response to the RAMP phase. If Staff or any party wishes to introduce its Response to the utility 
RAMP showing into the GRC record, the Responses would be subject to discovery and cross
examination. Absent such election, Responses would not be part of the record on which the 
Commission could base its GRC decision.

i The SED report must be included in the utility’s formal GRC submittal along with an exhibit showing (i) 
how the utility addressed the various recommendations in the SED report(s) and (ii) any changes to the proposed 
programs or projects set forth in the RAPPRAMP submittal.
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IV. Sch ;e I

Below is a depiction of a GRC timeline without a filing of Notice of Intent (NOI). In GRC 
applications the utility's preparation of a "Notice of Intent" is an opportunity for ORA to review 
a draft of the utility's application in order to determine whether the application is complete 
and, if it is not, to secure supplementation from the utility as a condition to filing. The NOI time
period is close to six months and with ORA as well as the rest of the Commission always in a 
st3t6 of limited resources st3ff woncierc xk> hether^ this is an opportune time to re-direct staff 
resources to drafting testimony and analysis of utility's filing. The utilities always have and will 
always continue to have the burden of proof to support its forecasts by a preponderance of 
evidence. If the utility's filing is not complete then ORA as well as other parties should identify 
the lack of proof/completion as part of their testimony. The assigned administrative law judge
will then consider this information as he/she drafts the proposed decision. Additionally anH
-f-lKir rkm 11 ... .tTO^TTOWtr^trr

yr«
/ iHh I—% tf- c —iv/i nnr thiTh tliA i ilb 11 ifr r irf mpr\rM*ifl •f-f*! -all rli rAuoru rnfii inrfr rv*>/-l o. Kv /i- vipwi-T

qp a 3^^ other Commission st3ff during tH?s CDT r\rr\rQcc.....
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Deadline Time After Prior Activity 
(illustrative and not to conflict 
with calendar deadlines at left)

Activity

October 1 of Base Year Utility provides RAMP submittal on 
operational lines of business

November 1 Utility and Commission Staff host public 
workshop on risk submittal

30 days after submittal

March 1 of Base Year, Plus 1 Staff issues draft report 150 days after submittal
April 1 Staff hosts public workshop on draft report 30 days after issuance of draft 

_________ report_________
April 15 Stakeholders provide comments on Staff 

______________ report______________
45 days after issuance of draft 
__________report__________

Staff issues final report 30 days after receiving comments 
_______ on draft report_______

May 15

September 1 Utility files GRC application, including possible 
changes from RAMP submittal

105 days after issuance of final 
__________report__________

October 1 Utility hosts public workshop on overall GRC 
application

30 days after filing of application

November 1 Staff issues verification that utility has 
addressed technical recommendations in 
____________Staff Report___________

60 days after filing of application

January 15 April 11 of Base 
Year, Plus 2

ORA submits reportfe 4.52 months after filing of 
______ application______

Int •SU*
rs rt c% rt i ri rs T/-»cH

February 1 Other parties submit opening testimony 2 weeks after ORA report
March lApril 25 Concurrent rebuttal testimony Four Two-weeks after others' 

opening testimony
March/April Public Participation Hearings

March 15 - April lSMay-43- Evidentiary Hearings, including Staff 
_________ participation_________

2 weeks after rebuttal testimony
an

Opening briefs 1 month after end of hearingsMay 15June 30
Reply briefs 32-weeks after opening briefsJune

July Update testimony and hearings, if necessary
November Proposed decision 4 months after reply briefs
December Final decision 1 month after proposed decision

-i fication - New Aceountal Tq&IsTooI

To assist in the goal of improving utility accountability for the ratepayer money spent on risk 
mitigation efforts, the utilities would be required to prepare twe-a new annual reportsreport 
(Report) with two parts.

The first section would be aon Risk Mitigation Accountability Report, in which the utility 
compares its GRC projections of the benefits and costs of the risk mitigation programs adopted 
in the GRC with the actual benefits and costs, and explains any significant discrepancies. This 
Reportsection would consist of a program-by-program comparison of the utility's GRC
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predictions of risk mitigation programs — quantified as much as possible using the models 
examined in the S~MAPsMAP and use-used to prepare the RAMP assessments - with, to the 
extent possible, measured results of actual risk mitigation programs, includi

d actual Risk Mitigation to Cost Ratios. The document would provide a high-level

* f
n rArym*iricAnn rr

16 w ’ •r’-" '

iorf-QflriCA,

summary of the utility's explanation of the reason for any significant variation between 
projected risk mitigation and actual risk mitigation. The utility files this rann 

Commission such 3S

rt- k*\ i r\a kak31rf

rl»4- 4-lnQ

ro m,

of 03 C h j cf'nf'f •frr% SQfcty ^ CnfArrAfvmn'f ni\>irinn illl% r

r* | •rinrti rl I its report on l\^ic<rcH 3Xsf of cocHnrrc n r-v UAAr
xrrrrgTr-"a“ ' 1

The second section would be sort Risk Spending Accountability Report, in which the utility 
compares its GRC projected spending for approved risk mitigation programs or projects with 
the actual spending on those programs or projects, and explains any significant discrepancies. 
This Report-second section would consist of a program or project-by-project (above an 
appropriate Commission-determined dollar cut-off) comparison of authorized vs. actual 
spending, accompanied by the utility's narrative explanation of any significant differences 
between the two fi ioc ^iaic by {December 31st of escH yo3r,

fr/A rvi fk a Cn ru-m / niv/iri ah t a / i 11 "At t a! ii~ f k
Commission St3ff

such •fimrlinrrc i its report on IVl3rch 31stfnin

r%“f k unorrrrTOT

Both ReportsThe Report would be prepared annually, due March 31, and served on the 
Commission and all interested parties, aftdafter which it would be promptly posted on the 
Commission's website on March 31st of k i / as r Ac i-\-s ft 1‘S‘C nnoninrr <***"*ry^tt*!cntS tO ^ *c iFiFTTTr 'DFa11 oijpviiTng-w

I Lori provide p i 0 f o m
r%r-0 fq r oil c4-q QI A 0 rr [Fq tOOSlify ', P

r% r/~%

■f r\ lh rvf 4- K ro aa Hh c Tk In. rr\ r\r\c -a AT A A£AC
pB , f...v P!'-

A Ir\r r j |AA p 1 j-f\ / +■ Kforms will be used i A utility reports
* '-■*/..... 5 7..• 5

or n rt of rn a l\ / rAmmanfr 4-av +• »y ■wtin-iTvri-w-Iv iiT; r-f-i ff
I I r i

These ReportsThe Report would only be a starting point for achieving utility accountability for 
risk mitigation spending. Utility representations would not be accepted at face value by the 
Commission. Instead, the ReportsReport would be auditedreviewed by Commission Staff, and, 
in furtherance of the goal of transparency, the Staff -swefcmethodology and findings would be 
made available to all interested parties-smd-, posted on the Commission's website^-and subject 
to discovery and further examination in the utility's next GRC.

Provided fh3f fhsy oro offocfls
Report and the Staff findings would serve the primary purpose of enhancing Commission 
oversight of utility safety related activities and spending. The ReportsReport, coupled with the 
Staff audit methodology and findings, could also be auseful toolstool for intervenors to help in 
holding the utilities accountable for GRC spending. For example, intervenors could use the 
ReportsReport to frame discovery requests or otherwise raise issues regarding a utility's failure 
to achieve MitigatioflrtQ-€ertteti«4a4^ets.risk mitigation benefits or a utility's repeat request 
for risk mitigation that was supposed to be completed in the previous GRC cycle. If a utility 
wiishsd to Introdvco 3 Psport! or if S'tsf'f’ wishod tio int!rodL!C0 its 3ud>t ‘findings ‘tho rocord of* 
-3 pc' jm kAfk d oclj riiis to b0 Introd

iw -I rliforl hvt C'AmmicnnA "hIa t\ t~* t\1
•7..^ '■'*....*'7.....

rorl v*//~v 1 11ko c Iaiasa'I- trii rli rrnt inn/ 3 di
^ ‘/...6 ii JUDJ'-U 7

i Sfaion.Ar rrsA
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icon

In pursuit of developing fundamental regulatory processes for defining, acquiring, and 
disseminating risk-based information that supports rate-setting and project prioritizing 
decisions in order to focus on safety and resiliency of the utility operations below
rjQ'i'in jtiens of‘tsrrr^c 
3S ks d
d of*! n It»o in s for these terms

i c a I! rt ryf

tc r>.rg most comm.OH !V ssd Thic ic r>Q|- r»,^xHeestivo !ist smd p3rties ere
c rs r\ rt yaj h e t tl C r Jr IK r\f-n rnmmnnt rtryf- nni\ tho -a kyrvy K i rf -i I ■Irky n ri rr l*vl-sectic rr\ n

v>. .. y-wiT
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infancy "i**^**** »t rl 4°ry kt rs rl" gO'Ot : ,:i.. {r% n rl nr nrsrt1 r\f 4* k> r ft rr4* A^p g CO fTl fTl O Hjrntjit, ’wtvpvw''wS 'p'wi i"’

understanding of terms would be beneficial. For example, it would be good to have common
understanding around terms such as the following:

Risk: potential for an unwanted outcome resulting from an incident, event, or
occurrence, as determined by its likelihood and the associated consequences. (Source:
DHS Risk lexicon)

Mitigation: action to reduce the probability of, or lessen the impact of, an adverse
incident. (Source: DHS risk lexicon)

A complete list of terms and their meaning would need to be developed as part of the first $-
MAP.
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T
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Section 1 - Risk Mitigation Overview
Asset Risk Heat Map

impact Levels

Minor
BiBi

Negligible Moderate ExtensiveMajor

!Frequency
Score

Risk Asset Risk N1 2 3 4 5 6 7 i
R1 Asset Risk 1

7

R2 Asset Risk 2
R10

6
Asset Risk 3 - Distribution Overhead Conductor 
(Primary Voltage)

Z) R4 Asset Risk 4
5

>* R3 R5 Asset Risk 5
S'

4
R6 Asset Risk 6

0
R9 R7 Asset Risk 7R4

3

r\ R8 Asset Risk 8
R5

2
R9 Asset Risk 9

RIO Asset Risk 10
1

Bubble size is based on the seven levels of the Safety impact Prior Level of Risk
234 o567 Current Risk

For Illustration Purposes Only
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Section 1 - Risk Mitigation Program Overview

Asset Risk 1 Write-upR1

Asset Risk 2 Write-upR2

Overall, PG&E spent $x M more 
than adopted in the Overhead 
Conductor Programs, particularly 
in the Primary Conductor 
Replacement and System 
Protection programs.

Risks of overhead conductor failures/contacts have been reduced as PG&E 
implemented mitigation measures proposed in the 2017 GRC, including: 
Vegetation Management; Line Overhead Maintenance Program; Design, 
Construction and Operating Procedures; Primary Conductor Replacement 
Program; Infrared Inspect/Splice Inventory Program; Engineer Site 
Investigation; and System Protection Program.

R3-
Distribution
Overhead
Conductor
(Primary
Voltage)

Asset Risk 4 Write-upR4

Asset Risk 5 Write-upR5

Asset Risk 6 Write-upR6

Asset Risk 7 Write-upR7

Asset Risk 8 Write-upR8

Asset Risk 9 Write-upR9

Asset Risk 10 Write-upRIO

For Illustration Purposes Only
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jrarn Spending Accountability Report 

In ' Condu (Primary Voltage)
Section 2 - Risk Pi

R3 Distrib on

^.UA. nL
° $150,000 

$19,000

$160,000 $150,00n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

$20,000 $20,000 -$1,000n/a n/a n/a Reprioritized funding from OH notification and 
Critical Operating Equipment (COE) to focus 
on infrared inspection of OH conductor 
serving critical customers.

n/a

$4,000 $3,600$4,000 $400n/a n/a n/a n/a Updating and training on design, construction 
and operating procedures was completed for 
less than forecast due to efficiencies in 
training development.

$30,000 n/a$28,000 $2,000n/a n/a Additional capital expenditures were required 
to replace deteriorating OH conductor to 
address reliability issues for customers 
experiencing 4 or more sustained outages 
during the year.

$11,000 $12,000 $1,000n/a n/a n/a More infrared inspections were completed 
than adopted due to need to assess 
conductor strength serving critical customers.

$1,500$4,500 Engineers investigated more incidences of 
contact with primary wire than was assumed 
in the development of the adopted level of 
funding.

n/a n/a

$7,000$7,000 n/a n/a n/a

For Illustration Purposes Only
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Proposed Schedule for GT&S Rate Case
Deadline Activity Time After Prior Activity 

(illustrative and not to conflict 
with calendar deadlines at left)

June 1 of Base Year, Plus 1 PG&E files GT&S application, including risk 
material

July 1 Utility and SED host public workshop on 
application, including risk submittal

30 days after filing of application

September 15 SED issues draft report on risk showing 4.5 months after application
October 1 SED hosts workshop on draft report 2 weeks after draft report

October 31 SED submits report 6 months after filing of application
December 15 As necessary, PG&E submits filing reflecting 

SED report recommendations
45 days after SED report

February 1 of Base year, 
Plus 2

ORA and other parties submit opening 
___________ testimony___________

7 months after application

March 15 Concurrent rebuttal testimony 6 weeks after opening testimony
March/April Public Participation Hearings

April 1 - April 15 Evidentiary Hearings, including SED 
__________participation__________

2 weeks after rebuttal testimony

Opening briefs 1 month after end of hearingsMay 15
Reply briefs 3 weeks after opening briefJune 7

November Proposed decision 5 months after reply briefs
December Final decision 1 month after proposed decision
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